
EMS Find (EMSF) Has One Ground-Breaking Solution That Could
Make YOU A Fortune...Even Save Your Life One Day!

EMSF presents you with what could be an immediate high-yield winner in a brand
new and fast emerging market
EMS Find is the only entry-level investment you'll need this decade.
WILD CARD PLAY: All bets are off if Uber decides it's easier to buy out EMS Find
than to spend big on its own new app!

The Wayback Machine - https://web.archive.org/web/20150612045141/http://emsfreport.com:80/

First to Market Play From First to Market Play From EMS Find Inc. (EMSF)EMS Find Inc. (EMSF)
Is Set To Shake Up $15-Billion Market With Next-Gen Breakthrough

Because of its pioneering app, EMS Find (EMSF) has its eyes on a giant slice
of the $15 billion private ambulance market!

With technology stocks storming the markets, it's more difficult than ever to buy low at entry-level prices.

That changes for you right now.

Because, today, you are one of the first to see this one coming!

This is why it could turn out to be the most successful stock market trade you'll make this, or any year... its explosive
potential could turn your pocket change into a bonanza of profits.

That Makes This A Pivotal Moment In Time For Investors To Make Their Moves Into EMS Find Inc. (EMSF)

A nimble young company called EMS Find (EMSF) is

about to rock the medical transportation market with a pioneering new high-tech product.

This looks to be the first real blockbuster tech breakthrough in a sector that has changed little during the past 90 years.

And, while it's true that early-entry opportunities, like EMS Find can become huge moneymakers for ground-floor
shareholders, nothing I've seen in recent memory could be as far-reaching as this.

That's why you'll need to rush into the market and to make your move on EMS Find (EMSF) today.

Because, in as little as three months from now, its stock could be selling six

to eight times higher than the price you can get in for today. The reason is simple.

The Potential For As Much As 515% In 2015 And Much More Over The Long Term...

EMS Find is preparing to release a groundbreaking new app for tablets, smart phones, and computers that could benefit
the entire U.S. population.

It could even help save your life one day!

https://web.archive.org/web/20150612045141/http://www.emsfreport.com/


"According to The on-demand
Economy, over $4.8 billion in
capital has been invested in
on-demand companies, with
$2.2 billion invested in the last
12 months alone. The
transportation industry alone
has amassed over $2.1 billion
in financing..."

Ultimately, EMS Find’s app could revolutionize a mature market that generates $15 billion in revenue annually!

From an Investor's Point-of-View, EMSF Could Be One of The
Best Growth Opportunities I’ve Seen in Years; I Urge You to Act

On This Immediately
Here's the whole story:

Imagine you're a nurse or hospital social worker who needs to discharge a patient and get him home, comfortably and
safely What if that patient is still on an IV or heart monitor, or has other special medical requirements?

Often their needs exclude going home in the family car and you

can't just stick them in a cab and call it day.

But now, using EMS find's new "On-Call" network, it's all taken care of in seconds. All the hospital staffer needs to do is
select the transport requirements needed, and then enter the pickup point and destination.

What EMS find is about to do is release an app for iOS and Android that could do for medical transportation
what Uber did for the taxi industry in what seemed like the blink of an eye.

A Game-Changing App Is Ready for Rollout

Leading the taxi revolution with a mobile-app-based transportation

An Investment In EMS Find (EMSF) Puts You On The Leading Edge Of Two
Massive Investment Trends...

It's amazing to consider how many millions of investors are cursed to be looking in their rearview mirrors at lost
opportunities – billions down the drain – all because they failed to recognize the future.

I promise you, there will be thousands of investors who could feel that way someday about EMS Find (EMSF)
because they overlooked the trend that today, is transforming even the most hide-bound traditional industries, such as
healthcare.

In short, software applications on smartphones and tablets are taking over.

Uber has transformed the taxi industry. The five-year-old company is now valued at more that $41 billion. Uber's
competitor, the LYFT app, is three-years old and now valued at $2 billion.

OpenTable, the app that makes restaurant reservations, was just acquired by the Priceline Group for $2.6 billion.

Airbnb, the app that is shaking up the hotel industry, is now valued at more
than $13 billion.

All of these companies have transformed their industries by simply matching
available inventory directly with consumers. One by one, every industry is being
touched by these on-demand software solutions.

Investing in The on-demand software TREND, combined with the exploding
trillion dollar medical industry TREND can make you a fortune.

Taxis, hotels, and restaurants are great industries for on-demand software
solutions, but none of those are growing as fast as the medical industry. Recent
innovations allowing more people to be treated for diseases like cancer and heart
disease combined with the aging Baby Boomer population means a longer life
expectancy for a large population, which means many more ambulance rides.

Like Uber and other software applications, EMSF is a transformative company that could be changing forever how
people get to and from lifesaving medical treatments.

Billions of dollars are flowing into pioneering apps, so chances are you won't have much more time to move into
EMS Find (EMSF) while its shares are still at or around entry-level prices.

As has happened time and time again, embracing the future... making the trend your friend... could make you an
outstanding fortune!

network now finds Uber valued at $41 Billion.

The big difference between EMS find and Uber is that EMS find probably isn't for most of the people reading this
report... healthy people.

But, EMS find could be a lifesaver for people who are sick, or have chronic illnesses that demand regular treatment.

What makes EMS find similar to Uber is that its app creates a transportation network.

But this high-tech network is for ambulance companies, medical transport fleets, hospitals, nursing homes – pretty much
any organization that needs to shuttle patients back and forth.

Get Some Money On The Table Now Because This Could Be Big!

Here is another examples of how this could work:

Say your mom needs to keep her blood clean with dialysis treatment three times a week. It is nothing less than a
lifesaving treatment.

She has a sharp mind, but is a little physically frail. The person who has been taking her to dialysis for the past five
years can no longer do it.

Making matters worse, your mom lives in Philadelphia and you live in Phoenix.

This used to be a major problem, but if you were using the EMS Find app you and your mom would have an easy
solution. Your mom could simply order the appropriate

medical transport and get a lower rate then she would if she called the transport provider directly.

EMSF's App Is A Win, Win, Win!

EMS Find's app sends out an alert to all local medical transport companies.



Tens Of Billions Of Dollars
– Dialysis Is A Huge,
Lifesaving Industry

Think about this – getting people to
and from treatments will stimulate the
dialysis products and services market
to soar to an expected $115.4 billion
in the next five years.

This is a massive business. EMS Find
(EMSF) could be at the heart of it.

Source: Transparency Market
Research

A nearby EMS Find-enabled vehicle is idling... not making a dime.

The driver sees the alert, accepts the job and his company automatically pays EMS
Find a $5 fee for arranging the connection. A sweet deal considering the transport
company will get as much as a $500 reimbursement for the ride.

This is a huge win-win: idle ambulances (and the companies that own them) get
more work, and people who otherwise would've

been stuck at a facility or turned away outright can get their procedures done and
get home safely.

EMS Find Is A Next-Gen App That Could Instantly Modernize A Last-Century
Sector

So, how huge is this market... how massive is the space EMS Find (EMSF) could
fill?

The stats are staggering!

Before the minute hand on your watch moves, about 82 people will call for an
ambulance.

An hour from now 9,134 people will have called. By the end of today, 109,589
people will have been transported to a hospital, or from a hospital to some other
healthcare facility.

Some of those 109,589 folks will need an ambulance just to get home from the
hospital today!

And, this same massive movement of patients will happen again tomorrow.

It never stops... 767,123 trips a week... more than 3 million every month... 40 million people a year demanding medical
transport.

Ride EMSF's Unlimited Upside To What Could Be Staggering Gains!

This means EMS Find’s vast potential is nothing less than Uber-like!

Unlike Uber, EMS Find could be hauling in tens of millions in revenue dollars before most investors catch on...

83,000 healthcare facilities
13.2 million healthcare
professionals
15,276 ambulance providers

And, you could imagine what will happen should the Wall Street herd take a run at EMS Find... soaring share prices for
early-entry investors.

Just imagine how huge EMS Find's market is? In the U.S. alone, there are...

2015 Is A Big Year For EMSF... Grab Your Position Now

Other than EMS Find (EMSF), I can imagine no other company you'll see this
year that could have an app that is powerful enough to knit this vast, disparate
market into a single seamless network.

In short, medical transport is a cutthroat market.

There are more than 15,000 hungry providers trying to grab a winning share of 40 million transports per year... in a $15
billion industry. The average cost is about $400 per ride. A sure-thing business model that's based on insurance
companies, Medicaid, and Medicare paying for the majority of trips.

You could assume that no company would think anything of paying EMS Find $5 for every trip it arranged.

Why EMSF Find Could Be an Overnight Success
Can you imagine the pressure?

As a nurse, every decision you make is high impact... the slightest mistake could
cost a life.

So, you can imagine how difficult it must be for nurses to give quality care when
they could be distracted by non-critical tasks, such as arranging rides for patients
awaiting discharge... particularly when research shows that as little as a three-
second distraction can double the number of mistakes people make. Four and a half
second's inattention triples the rate of errors.

That translates into huge trouble for the U.S. healthcare industry, where the
chilling reality is that preventable medical errors are the No. 3 killer – third only to
heart disease and cancer – claiming the lives of some 400,000 people each year. It's
a $1 trillion problem that claims more than 1,000 lives a day, according to the peer
reviewed Journal of Patient Safety.

When nurses need to discharge a patient, who is still on an IV, heart monitor, or
other special medical equipment, they need to arrange a non-emergency
ambulance. Not only do they have to find an available ambulance with the right
equipment, but they also need to make sure the ambulance accepts the patient's
insurance.

Anyone who can remember back a few years ago when they had to call for a taxi
recalls how frustrating it was to wait on hold only to be told there were no rides
available and that they had to call another taxi company. It is always more
convenient to press a button than to have to make several phone calls. Just like
Uber, worth $41 billion and LYFT worth $2 billion, made it easy for consumers to
order transportation, EMS Find is going to make it easy for millions of health care
workers to order ambulance rides.

You can only imagine what that could do for EMSF’s share price.

On its planned nationwide rollout, EMSF's entry-level stock price could spike
faster than anything you've experienced in years! SO, MAKE YOUR MOVE NOW.

EMS Find (EMSF)
STRONGEST BUY!

INVESTMENT FACTORS:

EMSF Benefits from 2
Explosive Trends:

1. The overwhelming
acceptance of on-
demand app
technology like Uber
and ZocDoc, and

2. Out of control growth of
the medical industry

Potential to Dominate $15
Billion Private Ambulance
Industry
First to Market Advantage
Means Buyout Potential from
Suitors like Uber... Could Be
a Huge Windfall for First-In
Investors.

Conservative Profit Strategy:
Sell half at $6.15 hold balance to
$12.66

Aggressive Profit Strategy:
Hold to $12.66 or higher



There they go again.

The roughly 77 million Americans who make up the Baby Boom
generation are leading the country through yet another sweeping
societal change.

About 3 million Baby Boomers will hit retirement age every year
for about the next 20, and will affect how caregivers and
policymakers shape the health care system for decades to come.

"This is the most powerful force operating in our health system
right now, this generational change," says Jeff Goldsmith, president
of Health Futures Inc., of Charlottesville, VA.

So far, the growth in the number of senior citizen boomers has
been incremental, and its impact on health care has been
overshadowed by federal reform and budget battles. "People aren't
paying much attention," Goldsmith says.

That will change. As it has so often in the past, the Boomer
generation, through its sheer size, is likely to dominate the
conversation once again.

For hospitals, that conversation will take two tacks: how to
address the many challenges of caring for a burgeoning cohort of
elderly patients and how an aging health care workforce will impact
the delivery system.

The U.S. Census Bureau categorizes Baby Boomers as
individuals born between 1946 and 1964. The effects of having to
care for such a large group will be felt in many areas, including a
pressing need for more medical transportation.

At the same time, Boomers will leave the workforce in growing
numbers, creating voids in clinical care and health care
management.

The Number of 65-Plus
Americans Is Projected to

Grow Rapidly

By 2030, more than 20 percent of U.S.
residents are projected to be age 65 or
older, compared with 13 percent in 2010
(before any of the Baby Boomers turned
65), and 9.8 percent in 1970. In 2050 there
will be 83.7 million people age 65 and
older, almost double the 43.1 million
seniors in 2012. "The United States is
projected to age significantly over this
period," says Jennifer Ortman, chief of
the population projections branch of the
Census Bureau.

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, compiled by
the U.S. Administration on Aging, 2012

Here's Why EMS Find's Entry-Level Shareholders Could See
515% Gains Almost Overnight

Even if EMS Find could only crack but 10% of this market, it would be a $40 million a year company.

And, with virtually no real overhead – except what it paid accountants to count the cash – most of that $40 million would

translate to pure profit. Look, 30 years ago ambulance rides were generally provided free of charge, underwritten by
taxpayers as a municipal service or provided by volunteers.

Today, like the rest of the health care system in the United States,most ambulance services operate as for-profit
businesses... proud free-market enterprises.

And, ambulance services continue to gain importance as a vital part of the American healthcare system.

The Full Impact Of Baby Boomers Is About To Crush The U.S. Healthcare
System

9 Great Reasons Why EMS Find (EMSF) Could Propel You
To A Fortune In Early-Stage Profits!

1 Nothing Like It - EMSF is a first to market play. With virtually 2 Patient is delivered safely and
receives treatment. no competition, they could control the Medical Transportation Industry for years to
come.

2 Breakthrough Technology - EMS Find's advanced medical transportation network technology
brings the first real innovation to the private ambulance market in decades.

3 Smarting Up The Smartphone - EMS Find gives live saving powers to smartphones and
tablets.

4 Ground Floor - In a mature market, such as private ambulances, the opportunity to invest at the
start of a disruptive innovation is a rare event.

5 Early Adopters - The forecast is for EMS Find's early subscribers to cause a hyper-fast world-of-
mouth buzz inside the tightly knit ambulance sector across the country

6 Investor Stampede - This means EMS Find could soon be nearing a critical mass that investors
must take note of now - just as with overnight successes like Uber.



7 Worldwide Domination - Today, there is nothing like EMS Find, which integrates virtually all
medical facilities and patients into a uniform transportation network.

8 Wild Card:Blockbuster Merger Bait - Facebook bought WhatsApp for $19 billion. That sparked a
huge, record-setting run in tech mergers that were 122% higher compared to 2013. I think the sky is the
limit for an EMS Find buyout, particularly if Uber or a huge private equity firm is involved.

9 A realistic Scenario Suggests That EMSF Could Deliver You 515% Soon! - A
rapidly expanding market could propel EMSF's ground-floor priced shares from around $1 to more than
$6.15!

You should move quickly because shares at ground-floor prices of around $1 could be worth a
fortune should one of the big players decide to get greedy, shut down its competitors, and buy out
EMS Find. In that case, EMSF shares could quickly soar above to $8.65... $5,000 could quickly
become more than $43,000!

EMS Find has a FIRST-OF-ITS-KIND APP When You Look At The
Potential In A $15 Billion Market You Can See How EMS Find
(EMSF) Could Obtain Astronomical Growth And Become The
Target of Hungry Tech Giants Such AsUber or Google!

Remember, many people had never heard of WhatsApp before Facebook bought it for $19 billion dollars.

A deal with Facebook also netted Oculus VR investors a 20-fold gain when Facebook bought in May 2014.

The same goes for Mojang, makers of Minecraft, which Microsoft acquired in July, 2014 for $2.5 billion.

Earlier this year Google paid more than $3 billion for Nest Labs... then $500 million each for Skybox and Dropcam.

Google paid $1.6 billion for YouTube

The makers of the Ridescout and myTaxi apps copped about $100 million in a buy by Moovel.

Amazon bought Twitch for just under $1 billion.

Yahoo! bought Tumblr for $1.1 billion.

Facebook paid $1 billion to acquire Instagram.



EMS Find (EMSF)
STRONGEST BUY!
INVESTMENT FACTORS:

EMSF Benefits from 2
Explosive Trends:

1. The overwhelming
acceptance of on-
demand app
technology like Uber
and ZocDoc, and

2. Out of control growth
of the medical
industry

Potential to Dominate $15
Billion Private Ambulance
Industry
First to Market Advantage
Means Buyout Potential
from Suitors like Uber...
Could Be a Huge Windfall
for First-In Investors.

Conservative Profit
Strategy:
Sell half at $6.15 hold
balance to $12.66

Aggressive Profit Strategy:
Hold to $12.66 or higher

IMPORTANT NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER: THIS STOCK PROFILE SHOULD BE VIEWED AS A PAID ADVERTISEMENT. THE PUBLISHER, UNDERSTANDS THAT IN AN EFFORT TO
ENHANCE PUBLIC AWARENESS OF EMS FIND INC AND ITS SECURITIES THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION OF THIS ADVERTISEMENT, TABIUS SWAY MEDIA INC. PAID ALL OF THE
COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH CREATING, PRINTING AND DISTRIBUTION OF THIS ADVERTISEMENT. CHESH MEDIA LTD HAS PAID EIGHTY THOUSAND DOLLARS FOR THE
DISSEMINATION OF THIS INFORMATION TO ENHANCE PUBLIC AWARENESS OF EMSF. IF SUCCESSFUL, THIS ADVERTISEMENT WILL INCREASE INVESTOR AND MARKET
AWARENESS, WHICH MAY RESULT IN INCREASED NUMBERS OF SHAREHOLDERS OWNING AND TRADING THE COMMON STOCK OF EMS FIND INC., INCREASED TRADING
VOLUMES, AND POSSIBLY INCREASED SHARE PRICE OF THE COMMON STOCK OF EMS FIND INC. THE PUBLISHER HAS NOT UNDERTAKEN TO DETERMINE IF TABIUS SWAY
MEDIA INC. IS, OR INTENDS TO BE IN THE FUTURE, DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, A SHAREHOLDER OF EMS FIND INC. THE PUBLISHER MAY RECEIVE REVENUE, THE AMOUNT
OF WHICH CANNOT BE DETERMINED TO ANY DEGREE OF CERTAINTY, AS A RESULT OF THIS ADVERTISING EFFORT AND THE ACCOMPANYING SUBSCRIPTION OFFER. THIS
PUBLICATION IS NOT, AND SHOULD NOT BE CONSTRUED TO BE, AN OFFER TO SELL OR A SOLICITATION OF AN OFFER TO BUY ANY SECURITY. THIS PUBLICATION, ITS
PUBLISHER, AND ITS EDITOR DO NOT PURPORT TO PROVIDE A COMPLETE ANALYSIS OF ANY COMPANY’S FINANCIAL POSITION. THE PUBLISHER AND EDITOR ARE NOT,
AND DO NOT PURPORT TO BE, BROKER-DEALERS OR REGISTERED INVESTMENT ADVISORS. ANY INVESTMENT SHOULD BE MADE ONLY AFTER CONSULTING A
PROFESSIONAL INVESTMENT ADVISOR AND ONLY AFTER REVIEWING THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND OTHER PERTINENT CORPORATE INFORMATION ABOUT THE
COMPANY. FURTHER, READERS ARE ADVISED TO READ AND CAREFULLY CONSIDER THE RISK FACTORS IDENTIFIED AND DISCUSSED IN THE ADVERTISED COMPANY’S
SEC FILINGS. INVESTING IN SECURITIES, PARTICULARLY MICRO CAP SECURITIES SUCH AS EMS FIND INC., IS SPECULATIVE AND CARRIES A HIGH DEGREE OF RISK. PAST
PERFORMANCE DOES NOT GUARANTEE FUTURE RESULTS. THIS PUBLICATION IS BASED EXCLUSIVELY ON INFORMATION GENERALLY AVAILABLE TO THE PUBLIC AND
DOES NOT CONTAIN ANY MATERIAL, NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION. THE INFORMATION ON WHICH IT IS BASED IS BELIEVED TO BE RELIABLE. NEVERTHELESS, THE
PUBLISHER CANNOT GUARANTEE THE ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS OF THE INFORMATION. THIS PUBLICATION CONTAINS FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS,
INCLUDING STATEMENTS REGARDING EXPECTED CONTINUAL GROWTH OF THE FEATURED COMPANY AND/OR INDUSTRY. THE PUBLISHER NOTES THAT STATEMENTS
CONTAINED HEREIN THAT LOOK FORWARD IN TIME, WHICH INCLUDE EVERYTHING OTHER THAN HISTORICAL INFORMATION, INVOLVE RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES THAT
MAY AFFECT THE COMPANY'S ACTUAL RESULTS OF OPERATIONS. FACTORS THAT COULD CAUSE ACTUAL RESULTS TO DIFFER INCLUDE THE SIZE AND GROWTH OF THE
MARKET FOR THE COMPANY’S PRODUCTS AND SERVICES, THE ULTIMATE DEGREE OF SUCCESS IN THE COMPANY'S DRILLING EXCURSIONS, THE COMPANY’S ABILITY TO
FUND ITS CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS IN THE NEAR TERM AND LONG TERM, PRICING PRESSURES, ETC.

ihttp://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/dialysis-products-and-services-market-expected-to-reach-usd-1154-billion-globally-in-2020-transparency-market-research-273965231.html
iihttp://www.hhnmag.com/display/HHN-newsarticle.dhtmldcrPath=/templatedata/HF_Common/NewsArticle/data/HHN/Magazine/2014/Jan/cover-story-baby-boomers
iiihttp://www.bloomberg.com/news/2014-03-26/oculus-deal-said-to-deliver-20-fold-return-to-spark-and-matrix.html

What if I told you there was already a company that
is valued at $1.6 billion, with 6 million users and 150
million in funding and was doing almost the same
exact thing as EMS Find except for 1 crucial
difference?

ZocDoc is such a company. Both companies match
consumers with a medical provider that takes their
insur- ance and is available. The crucial differ-ence is
that ZocDoc matches consumers with doctors while
EMS Find matches patients with ambulances.

ZocDoc shows that the medical industry will
embrace smart technology upgrades!

The investor list in ZocDoc reads like a Who's Who
of Silicon Valley: Yuri Milner, who made early
investments in Facebook, Zynga, and Groupon;
Paypal co-founder and billionaire Peter Thiel;
billionaire and founder of Amazon.com Jeff Bezos;
Marc Benioff, CEO of Salesforce.com, and many
others. They all recognized the trend and opportunity!

The healthcare industry is exploding and ZocDoc
proves the sector is ready for change. Now the same
ground floor opportunity that ZocDoc provided to its
investors is presented to you in the form of EMS Find.

This is why you must make your move on EMS
Find at your first available opportunity.

According to MarketWatch, "the aggregate value of all disclosed-value deals
set a post-dot-com-bubble high in the third quarter of $73.7 billion – up 41%
from a quarter ago... 923 deals were inked, the highest overall volume for any

quarter since 2000. The number of those over $1 billion tied an all-time record of 19 for a single
quarter."

The bullets could go on and on because... the values of mergers, acquisitions, and initial public offerings have reached
post dot-com highs, and tech executives say they aren't slowing down anytime soon.

 

Invest in a First-to-Market Opportunity with EMS Find

Huge Investment Firms Are Counting On Massive
Baby Boomer Ambulance Paydays, Too!

Back in 2011, American Medical
Response (AMR), the self-
proclaimed largest private
ambulance company in the United
States announced it had been
purchased by the large private
equity firm of Clayton, Dubilier, and
Rice.

The price? A cool for $3.2
billion, or roughly $64 a share.

A month later, Rural/Metro
announced that the global private
equity firm Warburg Pincus was
buying the ambulance and fire
protection services provider for
about $438.2 million… or $17.25
per share in cash, a 37% premium
over stock price.

How much do you think Warburg Pincus would pay to keep EMS Find’s
medical network transportation app out of Clayton, Dubilier, and Rice's
hands... or vice versa?

Maybe $100 million… $150 million… who really knows right now.

Still, EMS Find (EMSF) could have a highly valuable piece of intellectual
property on its hands. It could be the focus of a bidding war.

You would think that entry-level shareholders would be the big winners
in such a war.

No time like the present to make your move into EMSF!

"Expect to see legacy providers
in hospitality, transportation, and
other Fortune 500s attempt to
"partner with" or "acquire" more
innovative on-demand
companies. Ken Chenault,
Chairman and CEO of American
Express , conceded in their
annual report, "Our industry is
being redefined by many forces,
including the continued
revolution in online and mobile
technologies, which
is transform-ing
commerce and
society."



"I feel like so many existing
ex-periences can be
reinvented with the right
simple gestures on mo-bile,
and the needs and wants of
Generation T (Generation
Touch) are going to become
the founda-tion of many
massive companies of the
future."
Josh Elman, partner

And, you can make your
move into EMS Find
(EMSF) shares now... while
they could still be around
$1... at entry-level prices!

Over the next five years, the
growing number of people aged 65
and up will sustain industry growth,
since the elderly face more medical
issues than younger groups.

In fact, the world may never again
see a generation of people who will
have such a profound effect on the
healthcare system as Baby
Boomers.

Like everything else associated
with them... every step of their
lives... aging Baby Boomers have
the continued potential to make
smart investors very, very rich!

As they confront medical issues
that come with aging, Baby
Boomers have one last chance to
influence society via the adoption of
innovative health care tools and
technology.

But, there are 77 million Boomers.

Without increased efficiencies, the
health care system may collapse.

And, the health care industry is
quickly moving to meet those
demands.

Venture funding for digital health care companies (like EMS Find) in
2014 surpassed $4.1 B, nearly equivalent to all 3 prior years 2011-2013
combined. This represents more than 125% YoY growth in funding
compared to 2013.

Venture funding is hot with overall funding exceeding $48 billion in a
single year for the first time since the dot-com era! Digital health
funding has, for the first time, far surpassed all other funding! Don't
miss the trend; now is a great time to move into EMS Find (EMSF)!

EMS Find Is One Important Part Of The New Wave In Medical
Technology

Today, health data can be transmitted to caregivers via mobile devices or in-home monitors.

Internet video allows for consultations with clinicians in more convenient locations than the medical office or hospital.

Technology allows patients to learn more about their personal health and the quality of their providers, and it will enable
them to receive more and more care in the venue they most prefer: their homes.

A nimble young company, EMS Find (EMSF), has an app for smartphones, tablets, and computers that can arrange a
wide variety of medical transportation for patients with needs ranging from the most basic life support to those who are
critically ill.

This is vital technology because the Baby Boomers harbor a shocking secret!

The SHOCKING Trend That Could Make You Wealthy!

All this new technology, such as EMS Find's transportation network app, will be
applied to a generation with a reputation for indulging itself more than its parents
did.

That's likely why Baby Boomers will be the sickest generation ever!

Research published last March in JAMA (Journal Of The American Medical
Association) Internal Medicine compared the health of Boomers to their parents.

4 JAMA found that despite a longer life expectancy, Boomers had higher rates of
hypertension, cholesterol, diabetes, and obesity.ii

The findings "support an increased likelihood for continued rising health care costs
and a need for increased numbers of health professionals as Baby Boomers age,"
the authors wrote.

A need for lots more medical Transportation too.

EMSF Is A Tremendous Opportunity For You To Profit From An Important New Medical Transportation
Technology

Because, one of the biggest stress points is sure to be the care of the chronically ill, already a struggle for the Medicare
program, particularly regarding patients with multiple chronic conditions.

Trips to dialysis, cancer treatments, and physical therapy could skyrocket!

"The reality is most elderly people do not have one disease on their death certificates," said Daniel Perry, president of
the Alliance for Aging Research.

Multiple conditions usually require care from more than one specialist in addition to
a primary care physician, and the system currently is set up in a way that doesn't
encourage coordination and collaboration.

In other words, EMS Find (EMSF) and its medical transportation network app
could be one of the most perfectly positioned companies on the planet today.

How To Profit On The Big BOOM!



EMS Find (EMSF)
STRONGEST BUY!
INVESTMENT FACTORS:

EMSF Benefits from 2
Explosive Trends:

1. The overwhelming
acceptance of on-
demand app
technology like Uber
and ZocDoc, and

2. Out of control growth
of the medical
industry

Potential to Dominate $15
Billion Private Ambulance
Industry
First to Market Advantage
Means Buyout Potential
from Suitors like Uber...
Could Be a Huge Windfall
for First-In Investors.

Conservative Profit
Strategy:

 Sell half at $6.15 hold
balance to $12.66

Aggressive Profit Strategy:
 Hold to $12.66 or higher

"In 2015 Uber, the world's
largest taxi company owns
no vehicles, Facebook the
worlds most popular media
owner creates no content,
Alibaba, the most valuable
retailer has no inventory and
Airbnb the worlds largest
accommodation provider
owns no real estate."

The Key With EMS Find (EMSF) IS TO GET IN
EARLY, On The Ground-Floor!

If you can still grab EMSF shares anywhere around $1, then I recommend
you do so immediately! Or, you can wait and count your blessings if you
can get in under $3! In the coming months I expect that EMSF could
announce that its breakthrough medical transportation network app has
gone countrywide... at that moment, EMS Find shares could be worth a
fortune!

Opportunities Like This One Are Rare.
Few Companies On Wall Street Could Have Such A Profound Impact On Their Industry... They're NOT

Potential Game Changers Like EMS Find Could Be!

EMS Find IS STILL ANUNDISCOVERED STOCK.
WALL STREET HASNT FOUND OUT.
THAT SHOULD SUIT YOU JUST FINE.

But there's no guarantee that this will last. Once it's discovered by others the
price could swiftly soar!

So, what should your next step be with EMS Find?

Call your broker and show him this report. When he says you must move now,
buy as much of EMS Find (EMSF) as you feel comfortable with.

But at least get a toehold. You could miss your opportunity if you're a
bystander.

Finally, if you're like me, you place a great deal of emphasis on "being early"
for an emerging trend.

That's how the big gains are regularly seized in the stock market.

But, please do your due diligence on EMS Find. Think

about the facts of this industry. Closely examine its prospects for exponential
growth or a buyout!

EMS Find could ride a huge nationwide
trend that's only going to get bigger
because the advantages for both the
medical industry and patients are
overwhelming.

So please, call your broker today or go
online and purchase your EMSF shares.

I believe you'll look back on this
opportunity and be very grateful that you acted
promptly in order to get in on the ground-floor.


